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PREFACE

Barbara Pre li once won an award as 'Outstanding Teacher in Louisville,
Kentucky. lt,was, in lam part, due to her extraordinary skill and dedication as

..

a classroom teacher, that led to her appointment as. Career Education

Coordinator in her school district:-Barbara Preli believes in-teachers-because she
4. a teacher. When We decided we needed a monograph on "Career Education
and the ,TeaChing/Learning Process," Barbara was the obvious'choice as author.

,

There are many key messages conveye in this monograph. First, Ms. Preli
makes clear her. own clear dedication to the importance of instructional
content. Readers should be aware, throughout this monograph, that helping

.

students learn more instructional 'content is a major, overriding objective of
Ms. Preli. She has illustrated very well the ways hi which career education
serves as a vehicle for accomplishing this objective.
1

'

Second, Ms. Preli makes clear, .:111 several Dart
this monograph, her
commitment to ,all the bask goals of edtsca
, 1.e., she is not preoccupied
only with the goal of edwation as prepata on for work. Her major emphasis, it
can be seer*, is on motivating students to !earn subject matter and on
introducingjfariety into the teaching/learning process in order 'ro.accomplish
this goal. l*r dedication to helping teachers provide students',Wtsb) new and
exciting ways',to learn is sogreat as to make it impossible. for her to worship
unduely the goal of education as preparation for work. By placing -this goal in a
proper perspictive, she does 4 great favor to career education.
Third, Ms. Preli was, in

.

,

opinion, unduely modest in.the exampls of career'
ieducation activities pr ented in this.
aph. The literally thodsands of
hOurs of time she an her staff have dev e o helping teachers invent _these,
career education ap roaches to learning will not be apparent if, those readers
who have never at empied to do what Ms. Preli does.every clay. Her constant
plea, in this
otraph, is that teachers be given. time to develop career
education rrilt rials and to infuse them into the teaching/learning process. This
admonition c mes from the tong and rich experience she has had in

rrift

.

implementing career education in her school district. If :is hoped that'
educational decisionmalters will take these recommendations seriously.

,

,

.

Fourth, the section on implementing careeteducation in a -school district is,
filled with Practical andlseful suggestions for educational administrators. The
need for administrative support and encouragement for classroorii teachers is
very well illustrated in this section.

Finally, what, to me, is the most irneortant "rillssage",of all those found in
this monograph is Ms. Preli's insistance that .classroom teachers be held
1

accountable for intuiting career education intvethe teaching/learning process- as
a reg/alar part of their ;instructional responsibilities; No where does she implythat this; is something to be added to existing teacher responsibilities. Instead,
the concentrates on providing helpful hints on ways in which teachers can meetresponsibpities they have had all dlong.
I hope: that profelesionaleducators reading this rtIonogtaph will agree wi the
2ositiOn Ms. Preli 'has taken that assigns such great 'faith. anti confidence to
illitssroom teachers. I hope that parenti and community members reading this
monograph will gain an even greater appiecittion for teachers by doing so. For
my..part, I. am deeply _grateful to Ms. Preli for shahng, her thoughts and
commitmeafts with all of us.
I

Hoyt, Director,
Office of Career Education
ICeuneth
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CAREEREDUeATION-AND THE TEACHING/LEA

NG PROCESS

BY:. Barbara Stock Pi ell

Career Education over the past years has evolved from an initial concept to
a real fact. Much of the.literature and discussion has been devoted to four basic

areas:

Definition

RationaleNeed
Target Population
Role Leadership

After various stages of development, general agreement has been reached on
the above issues. Occasionally an article will appear re-analyzing various terms
or justifying a particular role groulp. While divergent thinking is often
constructive, most local implementors have reached consensus on the above

*yes and are moving beyond jockeying for "ownership" to the more
ftortant, task of implementation.

WHAT IS CAREER EDUCATION

"Career Education is an effort aimed at refocusing Americian education and
the actions of the broader community in ways Oat will help individuals acquire
and utilize the knowledge, skills, and attitudes necessary for each 'to make
Work a meaningful, productive, satisfying part of his or her way of living."

Local practitioners are careful Jo point oat that preparation for work is
considered one of the basic 'goals of education. Career Education is riot
designed to solve all the problems of educition; but, it is designed to refocus
education on one of its goals, r`reparation for work, as part of the total

educational endeavor. The concept is not developed as an isolatqd package, but
it is viewed in context with the total educational program and interrelated with
Nk
other basic ediational
goals within the delivery system of the school program.
e

,

t
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the student
The above definition can be Nrther clarified by looking at,
outcomes, What will the students accomplish? The learner cutcomet: ap
defined by the United States Office of Career Education, sge:

,

Increased self-awareness
increaseril basic academic/vocational skills
Increased awareness of work varties
Ititreitied awareness of knowledge about work
Improved work habits
Increased work getting and seeking skills
Increased placement
Increased awareness of means for continued education

0

Career Education addresses itself in a systematic manner to each of the above
outcomes.

RATIONALENEED
indicate the failure
Many research studies, articles, and community surveys
the changing
of education to help students leaving the systbni to understand
criticism
is justified or
relationship between education and work. Whether such
pot, data indicates a majority of students are leaving the system with:.
lack of employability skills
limited knowledge of available occupations
limited job seeking, getting, and keeping skills
little recognition of the values and rewards of work
limited decisionmaking skills "

little awareness of the purposefulness of education to the world of
work.
Data reflects a need for strengthening these areas with all students and at all

levels of the school program. Basic habits and attitudes need to be developed in
the formative primary years and to be continued di a systematic, developmental process throughout the students development.

"Aren't we already doing this?" is often asked. Simply stated, a qualified
activities randomly
answer is Yes. There have been many career-related
Career Education, as a

conducted in the schools. The difference is thatfor ALL students in a
concept, insures that these activities will be
framewoik of the total
developmental and comprehensive sequence within the
curriculum .
"6.1e-
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TARGET POPU LATION

Career Education is for ALL who teach and ALL whO learn. This would

Include:

\

special programs
---0mgaar programs
.1
all persons involved in the teaching/learning process within the
,
as well as the broad community outside
WHO S#1OU.LD DO IT?

There has been some rnisunderstandinti in the past that career education is

synonnnous with various areas of the 'school program, e.g. vocational

education, career development. Perhaps, this a case of terminology andalso
one of not understanding the natal scope of Zareir education outcomes. The
outcome areas which define what career education encompasses describe a
total concept. Our attention needs to be focused on all parts of the concept,
those that relate to academic skills, career development and vocational skills.

The total concept embraces all of these areas and Is not narrowed to one

specific portion.

:

Re-examination of the outcome areas clearly illustrates that career
education is more than the career development profess. While Career

Development is the organizational framework for career education, the
teaching/leaming process is the primary delivery system for career edUlation.
Career Education extends beyond career information and decisionmaking to
include the broader scope of the relatioriship between education and work. It is
more than the preparation of work technical skills and includes work values
and habits. The total concept embraces career guidance, vocational edtwition

and academics.

At the local level, 1Nhere the concept is being impl9mented,.the debate of
whom should do it has long been settled. Analysis
the stated learner
outcomes and existing programs in school districts makes it apparent, that the
delivery of Career Education is the responsibility of the total. instructional
staff. It is a collaborative effort of all those involved in the school program.
This %you'd include teachers, counselors, principals, supervisors, librarians,
curriculum developers, etc. The specific task o_ r responsibility may differ, but
all contribtite In many interrelated ways to the student outcomes.
4

Vocational Education

Inetnietion

I

Guidance

R EDUCATION
#90ALS

Special Education
Research-Evaluation

Community

One of the most 'valuable lessons-Warned over the pest years tuts been thatthe ultimate responsibility for Career Education Use with those in the school
system who are accountable for attainment of the basic goals of education. The
persons respbnsible for the total school program must plan for career education
akone of the basic goals of education, just ss they plan for the development of
basic reading and math skills. Strang educational leiidership is needed to keep
Career Education's place in the total school program in perspective. Vested
departmental interests should not be allowed to overshadow concept implementation. A local district coordinator should assist in the responsibility 'for
daily operations, but the commitment must come from those Initially
responsible for the total school program.

The delivery of Career Education represents a 'collaborative effort of the
total instructional staff along with assistance from the home, family, and
community. This can only be achieved if all persons involved in the total
development of the individuals work together to mutually implement the
students' goals.
Local coordinatOrs are faced daily with questions of: "How can I do this?"
"What does this mean to me?" Many of these questions are coming from
classroom teachers who, as managers of the teaching/learning process, carry the
bulk of the responsibility for achieving stated outcomes with students. While it
is my belief that career education is a team effort, I also know that in reality if
nothing 'in the way of career related actiyities occurs-in the classroom, then
.
will be little change in student outcomes.
The teacher, as the daily manager ,bf the learning environment, holds the
key to the implementation of the concept. Teachers are with the students
daily, and they are the most influential in establishing a relationship between
eduction and the world of work. As the organizers of learning experiences,
they need to inclode parents, counselors, and members of the community as
1

.

resources in the learning process.

4

TIIIACHING/LEIRNING PROCESS

There has not been a great deal w\litten concenling Career Education and
the teaching/learning process. If we" have not carefulfy analyzed the teaching/
learning process and 'what -Changes are needed, we cannot answer these

tputicoat

Where does this fit in the school program?
How can we do this?
Isn't the curriculum already too c4owded?
Is this another add on?

The main emphasis of this monograph will focus on Career Education as a
systematic and developmental part of the total school program:
I

Its relationship to the teaching/} aming prodess
--teachersrreadiness of
inistrators, and -community to make
changes-

suillies

or-conceptirnplem

t a don,

It is im

rtant to make clear that the following analysis and recommendaresponsible for the daily operations of
implementing career education in the real world of the school. I feel it is very
important to state my bias that students need a well-rounded curriculum which
addresses the total development of the'sstudent: academic, aesthetic, social,
moral, and physical, as well as preparation for the world of work.

tions come from one who is

In these changing times, education is being flakes' to do a variety of things
for students. It is not necessary to emphasize or select one basic goal over
another if we plan from a total program perspective. This allows for attention
to be focused on all the basic goals of educationkeeping in and individual
-needs ar d modalities of learning
hile at the same type making it possible to
ountable for efforts in thisloarticular area. As education strives to meet
the many, individual needs of the students, it is necessary to keep in mind that
such endeavors are shared with the home, family, and community.

What then is the relationship of Career Education to the teaching/learning
process? The teaching/learning process is' not a delivery vehicle that is
unfamiliar to those involved in education. It has served as the traditional
vehicle for achieving the goali of education. Much of an educator's time is
spent in college and graduate school striving to understand the process and how

to use it effectively as a method of working with students in moving towards
stated objakves in order to make'possifile meaningful learning of skills.

0

X

r.

The.putconte areas of careetibucation reflect certain skills and understandhiss necessary for 'the goal of prepare n for work. Adjustments within the
teeching/leerning process to provide ern asis on this goal would include:
4

-

Integration in the Philosophy of Teaching
Emphasis-on- purposefUlness of -learning

Variety of teaching techniques
Threading/weaving/infUsioti process

It is important to examine vach of these fn detail to clearly understand the
relationship between career education and the teaching/learning process.
PHILOSOPHY OF TEACHING

All educators have developed their own philosophies of teaching. This has
been formed by many kinds of experiences and developed as one gains new
knowledge and skills.

The 4mportance of preparation for the world of work as a basic goal of
education needs to be included in pre-service and graduete level courses at the
university level. While local systems are in the probess of training and
retraining, it is crucial that prospective educators formulate this goal as part of
their foundations early in education.

For those already involved in the teaching/learning process it is necessary,
from time to time, to reevaluate their philosophies to keep abreast of changing
times.
School systems and universities working together should be able to
address this need for all grou involved.

If preparation for the world of work is to be emphasized as one of the basic
goals of education, there are several areas that need to be highlighted:
« the development of good work habits
the use of positive teaching strategies

Inclusion of the goal as part of one's philosophy odearning necessitates a clear
undeestanding of the concepts and rationale for career education. Once the
concept has been internalized, the other areas can be addressed.

Within the philosophy of teaching, we need to value and utilize positive
teaching strategies. Most students are aware of their problem areas and wherethey need improvements. While one must benefit from mistakes, much depends
on how this learning takes place. A student wits a positive self-imaite has the
6

confidence to try again. If we constantly point out the negative aspects of
childrens* efforts, how can they possibly gain the confklencc to learn from
each experience?

A teacher who emphasizes success does much to contribute to the positive'
e-n-vironment of-teaming. While it is necessary tor students to recogniz4 areas of
improvement, the manner in which this is printed out Is cnicial. The selfimage

pined during the school years will carry over to tote students' later lives and
their ability, to learn on the job.
Employers, when milked why Joan or Johnny ,.an't work, quickly reply, lack
of good work habits and attitudes., it is important that greater emphasis in the

proceu of teaching be placed on the development of "work habits" and "work
values" in a consistent manner.

Upon examination of the term work habits, we find the same skills

necessary for work in school as work on the lob. For example:
attendance

punctuality
listening and following directions
task completion within stated, time and criteria
concerns, about doing a job well

ability to get along with °tilers
All of these are essential Xboth in the classroom and on the job. it is important
that the development of these skills be consistent and the relationship between

their usefulness both now and later bg clearly identified starting in the early
years where hiibits begin to form.

Work values as perceived by the student are also crucial to the ability of

holding a jot-T."ro't example

all jobs hr:vrth and dignity
the cont
on of jobs to society
ly '
work roles for some are leisure tiniC activities for others
work roles are Interdependent
career development is a lifelong process

These values are inherent within thrichool as well as on the job.

Most educators strive to develop good work habits and values with their
students. The need is for consistency, grade by glide, and with all teachers.
Reasonable exp

firms and emphasis on quality points out to students that
7

these skills arc important and will have a lasting affect on IN, lives. It is not
enough' to lust establish expectations, hilt teachers must develop and teach
good work habits and values with students as part of the learning process. All
teachers should value as part of their philosophies of teaching what die
students future lives will he and understand the role good work habits play in
...;,...i* total developitierit or the individuals.
Teaching good work habits and values is not enough. Persons involved in the
teaching/learning process must also apply these to themselves. Students view
dilemma
m if exilectations for
teachers as role models. and i kr, esents a con
students fontlict with what tI teachers, as persons, practice.

Development of good work habits, positive teaching strategies, and work
vilifies all need to he included in the personal philosophy _tof teaching if the teacher is to accomplish these glds ylth the stuelents.
MEANINGFULNESS- PURPOSEFULNESS TO THE
TEACHING/LWARNING PROCESS
There are many FC-

11011+1 why

/

oneWarris:

usefulness in work or leisure time
learning for learning s4ke
cultural devielopment.
enjoyment
enhancement of one's role in society

It could be one or all of these reasons.cA key motivational factor on both_

continuums of the teaching/learning process is knowing WHY one is leaping.

Every student has the right to understand WHY it is importaret to learn what
is being taught. Every teacher has the responsibility to know what is being
taught and why.

Throughout a, teacher's college preparation, concentration was focused on
content and method. Little time was spent on establishing who uses whj is
being taught and Jor what purpose.
teaching needs to become a part of
"Why xarn I teaching this?" The
the teachibett'arning process. This is especillly true with the emphasis being
placed on the back to basics movement. Respondents vary on the definition ofbasics; however, traditionally, the emphasis has centered 6n the development
of reading and math skills.
40'
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.
When questioned as to why reading and math skills are sci-Importsat
most
perspns will rapond that these skills are essential to persons' futures. Thereare
not many'jobslhat doinot require ability in these skill *seas.

.

,!

.

_

.

.

The
tionshIP.bhween .basic skill development and future job' ihccess--:-(
further.
ilhasikes- the .neeid for pe?initing out the purpose of -what is being
.: taught as iefell as who uses reading and math in their / h. The why and purpose..

often preside motivation for- th4sOtiVh6 arejearning. Perhaps the why is in
-nary
ways as basic as the'developingni of sails. '.'
itirki.
_
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Several changes will be:40casary in the,tezicIting/learbning process to include: purediefkalnessfinea
ulnss4if.leariiingr The first focuses on the prams-of
delivery. The secorla onCentisk s on understanding Mt, purriose of what is i
.
-:..-;A.
Being.taugit;
.
'
4
'
t
r
'
'
''
j.
1
1S?S ''
The process. of delivery or: using purpose. as -Motivation -for learnifig is. a
-.redirection of content presentation. Ftpr example:
.
*
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ngh. t angles They could .
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`,IA middle schobl -math teacher
. is preparin'g to introduce
.

e study of.

.1

t iinvite aclocal draftsperson to bkinter;iewed 'by the class as to how

\

angles are used" on-the job.
,
44 "give examples or comrhon math problems
that needto fie solved1n
_

drafting."

-

.....

-

----r
..,
-2
This provides thj` why of learning- a supple change in presentation.. It also
provides the students with a different role model, other than the teacher, to
point out the relevancy of the i.path content.
..

The process of utilizing the purpose as motivation necessitates planning on
the part of the teacher regarding:
the content or instructional &ill
who uses it
how they both can be taught together

'1

The why is combined with instructional content to provide relevancy. The
activity -etd be an introduCtion to the content br the culmination of a unit.

This proce enables.students to see the relationship between education and the
world of work in a meaningful waif.

9

.........
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The second shiinge focuses upon the awareness of teachers at the knowledge

and attitudinal level. Who does use what they are teaching and for what
piulxise?

Teachers represent a variety of backgrounds as relates to'the worl f work.
Throughout their professional development, emphasis has not been placed on a
variety of jobs.. Staff development needs to be= provided for teachers to explore
and becoffle aware' of the who and 'the why. As planners of relevant learning
experiences, their- backgrounds .need to be enriched and opportunities to be
prfavided 'for.beaorning cquainted with the broad world of work.
ICnowledge cif-jObs as they relate to the skills being taught is only part of the

anger. The-4eather must recognize the value and worth in providing career

related activitiers to enhance basic skI)I'development. The firoceSs of`teaching
must be meaningful, purpbseful, enthusiaistic, and natural if'the.teaching style
is going to ,be effective in ,threcting the learning process of studowts. The
-teacher must also uliderstand and value the relationship between education and
work.
Variety in Teaching/Learning Process

The teaching/learning process, over the past rears, has .been'flexible in
methods and delivery'strategies in order to keep pace with the vast arnouneof:

technological change. It is rather difficult to say dire-method works better than
others because of the individual differences of students. Education attempts to
meet each child where he/she is.and develop each individual to his/her fullest
potential with*avariety of Methods.

Career Education blends a variety of techniques that are already familiar to
many teachers who are involved in the teaching/learning process. The easiest
way to clarify these techniques is to provide a short description.
Interview

A class.or individual questions workers about their
job-. It is an excellent means of research, listening,
inquiry, and communicating.
Students participate in:

* locating pre-interview information
forrhulation of questions
irk
conducting the interview follow up activities

10

Rest arch

Research abbut 'the worklofework can be condtici'ed
Eby every* dent at every.- grade level. The amount
and,anoa f research depends upon the characteristics of thi
Resew
-vvritttn = re

recordings
papers, m

be .accomplished in many ways;

rts, interviews, films and filmstrips,
tapes,. backs, charts, letters, newscommercials, etc..

Discussions, a useful, tool fox- planning activities,
problem
lying, attitude and value Clarification
about the orld of 'work:
4

The
cher creates an aware, free; accepting atmosphere. The students should feel free to-expreselheir
views in an appropriate manner.

Guidelines are established before each session 13,07

ghis. Teacher lecture and student teacher- student
exchariges are avoided.

Bulletin Boardt

Bulle

biDards perve to focus attention, stlthuiate
1
:students' activities. A career
bull) board should reflect the career theme or
career value.

Any of the folli

general themes could be
developed for a s cific subject area or classroom,
e.g.:

A Rainbow of Careers
The Many People Who Wcrk On
5 Star Careers
The Wonderful.World Of
What Can You Cook Up For A Career?,
What Are The' Educational Requirements?
Careers In
_

ISpread The Word -About
Consider A Career In

Hands On Activities

A./

Hands on activities are those activities that entail
actually performing those tasks which a worker.
Would do in a certain occupation. These activities
.11

5
.5

s

-MP
)

are conducted in a simulated iituation. Hands on
activities give the students an opportunity to as46-

Field Trip

perforM.a certain job with
sociate skills
theik own irate sts, talents, and capabilities..

A field trip is an excellent way to gather informs-,
tion about the world of work on a firsthand basis.
It could be an initial or illuminating activity.
Workers can be viewed in real-life settings as they

carry gut their daily roles and responsibilities.
Experiences should, be carefully planned by the class
in advance. Questions should be developed to bring
purpose to. the trip. A special emphasis needs to be
placed on persons in the jobs.

r

Learning Centers

Learning centers are special areas designed for
individual arid.smidl group learning activities. Learn-

ing centers can be used. in a variety of whys
depending upon the teacher'syurpose:
I. Total learning environment
2. Remedial work
it3. Drill.
4. Interest activities
5. Enrichment activities

A career theme canprovisle_ an excellent motiva-

tional theme for each of these purposes; for
example:

Interest centers of tools can,provide some hands on
experience for Students.
Shadowing

1

Internship

This provides the student. with a chance in

a

structured, planned situation to spend time observing a model or models carrying out their daily duties
on the job. It presents work in. a, real life setting.
Skills and qualifications can be analyzed as well as
interests- and talents examined.
for
trfaidtheirexperience
choice.

The internship program is a no
secondary students in a job are
amount of time may_ vary.
12

04.

It pr ,des students with opportunities, to:

.explore the day to day, hour to hour, &ties
and respondbllities of a job
,

'Acquire knowledge of 'other jobs related to
their job choice
tt
observe the career lattice vvithin a job area
interact with. a-successful role model
participate in hands on activities

kola plityhtg pr des opportunity for the students
to. aceouta work situation and to examine carefully
their interests. A gafne of charades could be played.
C.ards can be prepared, with pictures of workers with

or vvithout a few Suggestive cottunents on tasks
-

perforrned by the Worker to_ give students an idea
for the role play situation..

-

,
,

-Students can-draw and then role play-the worker for
others to guess.
-4
t

i

All of these teChnioties emphasize- a more activity - centered approach-to the
teaching/learning processone where students are actively,,but constructively,
involved in the process of learning with strong emphasis upon the relationship,
.

between educatio and the world of work.

--I

i

The teacher, in Utilizing a variety of techniques as part of the instructional
delivery process, is not 'Confine d "to the worl '. of the formal classroombut

ektends the ' classroom into the corrununftV: and into the real world. As
-managers. of the learning environments, the ' teachers do not, see themselves as
the only teachers but recognize the availability and value of including others

(counselors, parents, libiarians, . community. persons, retired persons). al
teachers in areas of their specialities.
..,

A

The teaching/1 &arning process becomes a shred responsibility. The teacher
plans the learning 'experience, butts not necessarily the imparter of knowledge.

No teacher can be expected terbein expert; in. all areas, and a wise teacher
utilizes a variety of resources to accomplish the .understandirigs and skills
needed by the students. Students, today learn from a variety of sourcestele;

vision, role models, .peers, etc. A skillful manager can capitalize on all available
resources. The broader community can become istimulating Classroom.,
i,

.

.

It takes a very

learning activities,

..)

I, secure teacher to structure such career - related
yi insuring that such activities, are based on clear
.
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inistrikotionat objeCtives for the students. In order to accomplish this ,c ange in
process,teachers.must:
appreciate the vahie.of these types of experiences
become aware of what resources are available
.
have time to plan

insure that experiences do not take away from coritent. or

skill

development but enhance and bring purpose to the teaching/learning
procesS.

A strong practical staff development compcinent is ecessary to assist,
teachers in providing tariety to the teaching/learning prOces
.

s

.WEAV.ING/ThifliSING/THREADING PROC

Perions involved in career education will often refer,
_weaving, tluvading Or infusion into the .curriculum. These ite

the .proCess 'of
s were initiated

to clarify that Career Education'," as one .of the goals of e ucatiOn, is n
ad'
ch is a
separate but infused within the total school program ands
weaving throughout the entire .cutticulum. It is not a tepara subje or an add -on, but is included in all areas to facilitate the relatnship betwben
education and work.

As a program 'implementor, I -.think of these terms fro

two. different

perspectives which answer the inevitable question:

"How do we do Careet Education in the classroom?"'

This question generally comes from two - ,different types. of role
program planner and the classroom teacher. Two perspectives, but
important to the implementation of Career Education. ,

oupsthe

equally

Program Planner

The program planner has the responsibility of keeping in perspe

e the

the c
total school program while. planning the infusion of Career concepts wit
curriculum. This person bears -the accountability for the systematic d op=
ment of career education along with reading, math, etc. The planner anal s:
ti

where does this fit in jhe total curriculum?
what is a logical scope and sequence of career objectives?
what should the total career education program K-12 look like?
how does this fit with what is already in the classioom?
14

what kinds of activities should occur in the classroom, in guidance,fin
vocational programs?
how does this 4nterrelate with the other basip goals of education?
.

Until these questions Bever been carefully analyzed and a program 'design
developed which includes infusion into the total program, it is very difficult for
teighels to implement activities in the clas.sroorr1/4

Weaving or infusing into the total school _program means building career`z_
cibecePts K-12 Ina consistent and developmental system-, within the-Instruc-

tional design of the' school district. It is popible to hive many isolated
career-related activities occurring in classrooms without all this, but a
developmental program is necessary to insure accomplishment of student goals.
by ALL students,
grade levels. Reading and math skills are not.

deveoloped by random experiences nor. should preparation for the Aforld of
work be developed by random experiences. If the total concept of career
education IS ito become infused permanently within the school program, it will
require a coinprehensive systematic plan.

Itls-the,responsibility of the program planner to develop this plan with

input from those involved in the instructional delivery system and members of
the community. Ihin components of such a plan Should include:
Program Design
Clarification of Roles &Responsibilities
Curriculum Development
Staff DeveloRment
Community Involvement
E4aluation,

Development of a plan will facilitate concept implementation and provide
needed direction for thoee, persons involved in the delivery dystemt It will
provide an overall framework and insure that
outcomes are included in the

4. developmental process' and that career equc ion
on will not overburden the
urricilum, but will take its place as an equally important goal of education

_a>mong the basic goals as we work towards the development of the total

individual.

..
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A
Clomirocan Teacher

Once .an overall plan has beat established, it becomes easier for thNteachers.
to understand what they are being asked to implement. They no longer need to
question:
Who Is gob*g to do this?

1

It is a collaborative4eam effort.
, ,Where does it jit into what I am teaching?

It fits- where it can illustrate and enhance the meaningfulness of the
instructional content.
How many minutes a day?

There is not a set tinie limit. The career concepts fit within the

curriculum wherever they apply as part of the sequence of iftontent.
Career Education dpes not have to happen
every single day/6r every
4
minute but only where applicable.
tr'

Do I include information ithout all jobs?
.

It. is impossible' for every teacher to cover "the multitude of
occutiations available. A program theme structure per grade level
and/or subject area often helps to provide a wide exposure to the
,
.
of work.

-

Do I chide this in every subject?
Career Education is a.thread that weaves throughgl-sibjert areas,. The
amount, of inclusion in .each subject area depends on the applicability
to instiuctional contents A comprehensive plan can insure that career
educlition does not overburden any one subject area.
r

e-

'What do? drop to put this in?

aI

Nothing needs to be dropped. It is not an either/or situation. The

teacher simply matches a career outcome or theme with an applicable
instructional objective and plans an activity that accomplishes both at
the same time. Career education provides the motivation for learning _
subject:Olitent skills.
16
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v.

What exactly lilt you want me to do in Ay classroom?
A. teach,eii who understands the concept of career education and its

importance as one of several basic geals--1If education can infuse
career-related student outcomes as part of the teaching/learning
process. The process of infuses into the
, everyday curriculum becomes-

a plannihg process involving a few steps:

c Awareness of the student career outco m1/4 or themes for the
grade level or subject area.

Awareness of the instructional content and objective for each

4
-ft-0

subject.
Matching ap instructional objective with a career outcome. Planning an activity that combines the instructional and career
objective.
Evaluating the activity.

This proems is best clarified by some examples typical of grades 38,
and 11.

Basic SkillLanguage Arts
Grade 3

Given a two or three word

IPareer Related Activity
sen-

Expanding sentences: The child uses
words or phrases. For example: how,
when, where, why to orally expand
two or three: word career-related sen-

tence, the child will orally expand
the sentences with words or phrases
which tell how, when, where, why.

tenice4---T-raritportation

The pilot flew.
The airplane mechanic worked. .
The astronaut blasted off.
Grade 8

Given sentences with
rds and
meanings, the student will underline the correct meaning by using

ties: Give stud

sheet containing

a work-

ntences that include a job titl with a descriptive

context of the sentence.

phrase of that

identify the

b. The student will

ord or words that

unlock the meaning of the job. For
example:

1. The caib.R TOGRAPHE R drew

the niiicarefully.
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2.i.

\ 2. Leonard's uncle, an ARCHAE-

OLOGIST, classifibd the fossil;

as coming from the PALEOZOlic ERA..

3. Mary' i mothe elt That Mazy
should have her,t 'th st

tend, so she sent her to
ORTHODONTIST.

Grade //
Given a teacher-prepared list of
selected titles of claim readings, the
student will write one-sentence
staterrients of themain idea of each
selection.,

.

r.

Finding Main idea: Assign stude
to read maggazine articles.and/or p
phlets relied to lifestyles of the jo
cluster of his/her choice. After reading, student will write one sentellice
statements of the main idea_ of each
selection.

Basic SkillMath
Grade 3

Given the sum and one addend of
substraction facts through 18, the
student will give the fact.

Reinforce addition and subtraction
facts.

Be a PainterPaint/your Way
Through The House

Directions:
1. Each child ?elects a card.
2. .First the child must name the tool
on the card, if he or she does not
know the tool, he/she loses his/
her turn.
3. Then the childgiven the sum and -

Gems gourd:

NI, one addend of the subtraction
facts must give the fact:

4. If the student gives' the correct
answerhe/she moves 1 space.
5. The first person to reach the top
is the winner.

Ahead 2

spaces

(
p

Vad

Add, subtra0t, and

using

addends invtliving
dredth, thousands.

tenths,

Decimals:

The payroll check is very important.
How the payroll is figured is impdr-,

tant to the worker- and to the em-

ployer.

studelits reinforce skills by the
faki-wIng worksheet.
Over-a.
Rgg. Hr. time T
EnigIbyee id T W T F Rata' Rate R
.

A .

8 9

8 7 9

32.88

$a'-"

8

CEO

2.96

91/1

3.10

CIO9

D-

.8 8

8 8 8

hrs. worked O.T. Reg. Total
Overtime Wages Wages Wages

$4.32 39

2

$\8.64-

112.32 120.96

P

f

2.45

I

1

.

...

'Grade 11

Graphing Directed Numbers:

Given a set of directed rational

Have each, student chooses

numbers and a* number line, the
student will graph on the number
line the point corresponding to
each rational number.

.

_stock

from the quotations ,pswe of the
newspaper. Fpr two weeks, each stu-:

dent will graph the stock price as it
goes up and do-wn to illustrate positive and negative numbers. The students will then conipute how 'much

"n" shares of sck cost at the

beginning price and how much "n"
shares of stock sold, for at the ending
price.
SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATIO

The need exists for greater clarity in the process

implementation of
career education. change in education has never been an overnight occurrence.
The types of changes suggested in this monograph are comprehensive when

viewed from a total program point of view. A great deal of educational

planning is needed for the concept to become an Ongoing part of a school
district's instructional program."

It is not prudent to suggest a step-by-step process thai will work for every
school district. A number of -successffir demonstration models have been
implemented throughout the United States for persons to study and replicate.
The career learner outcomes provide a framework for program planning. Each
"'stem mus assess their own needs, readiness for change, existing school
Ian accrdingly.
curriculum,
11,

Although a variety of implementation models exist, there are some common
observations pertinent tp each district iii terms of:
administrators to allow change to occur.
readiness of the ability of teachers to make changes 01km-teaching/
learning process.
e community for the kinds of changes in the
of
process.
tear...Wm/le

readiness of

Readiness of School Administration-

School Administrators must have a clear. ugdersianding of the career
education concept and be committed to- concept imPlemeritation. Very little
lasting change occurs in the educitional system without the enthusiastic and
continued support of the chief administrator. In order for career education
become a permanent part Of the teaching/learning process, administrators mifit
do more than allow it to happen. They must provide leadership, reinforcefne t,
and be concerned that it does happen.

Change requires time. it is important that initially long and short
be established. Administrators need to analyze:

ge goals

where they are,.
where the school district needs to go.

what is a reasonable amount of time needed to accomplish stated
goals.

,

what resources will be needed.

Each school system is unique. Readiness ail4 ability to change-varies with each
different district. Change requires careful planning as relates to local needs.
Career Education requires planning from a total program perspectiveWhere
does' the goal fit within the total framework of the system's goals,of education?
20

.

(i. district administrator is faced with a variety of pressures from all areas. It

is difficult to think in term' of total program and to allocate resourceslyftega,

needed, rather than where most popular in Bet of such pressures. The

administrator has the responsibility to provide the best instructi9r41 program
possible for all students. Riis total prograni includek all the goals" of education,
including preparation for the world of work.
40--

Strorlg commitment and edlicritional leadership are necessary fcir local,
aTrninistrators to insure that the concept of Career Education is an interwoven'
mart of the curr)culum design of the system, a team effort by all involved in the

instructional delivery system, and a real part of the district's philosophy of
education.

At the local school level, the building principal becomes a key administra-

tive role. The atmosphere of acceptance and the enthusiawn for concept
implementation detbrmines success or failure in the building.

A building principal, while not expected to provide training and support
services, must establish high, expectations and give positive reinforcement to
the school staff.

MIL

If the principal views career education as an add-on, a' fad, or an intrusion
the implementation process is hampered. Career Education represents a to
effort. All members of the team, especially the leader, must be committed
change if the change is to have a lasting effect.

Administrative ability and rapport with staff are necessary ingredi
or
any educational change. An adept administrator can facilitate the process of
usiplementatiorin a systematic manner.
All administratois are not ready for change. Education has undergone many
changes over the past years. Declining enrollments and lack 01- funds have
caused many persons to be skeptical of change. As school districts wrestle with
these crucial problems perhaps it is time for administrators to re-examine their
goals an4pallocate resources accordingly.

it ins important to keep in mind the purpose of career education, preparation
for work, that includes:
4 academic skills
work habits and values
knowledge of world of work
vocational skills
decisionmaking skills

Schools prepare students for future lives. Most persons will agree, when
thinking in terms of student needs, it is necessary for change to occur.
Administrators in' each district will affect whether this change will occur and
'
whether it will remain.
Readiness of Teachers

The teacher's ability to blend career education into the teaching/learning
process is dependent upon several factors:
trilftngness to change

* understanding of the concept of career education
recognition of the need for career education
understanding of their role in the team effort
level of instructional delivery skills as a teacher
. willingness to utilize the communpy as a part of the teaching/learningprocess
4

strong staff deveicrprnent program

In order for-career education to occur in the classroom, the teacher must
understand what career education is trying to accomplish; the teacher mitt be ,
open to- try new things; and the teacher must value its developments with
students. If all of these factors are not present, the classroom door will close,
and there will be a void in one part of.the students' developments.
The above factors are possible if a structured, planned program is developed
with input from teachers, counselors, librarians, etc. Half the fear of change is
conquered, if the--ktaff kpows what is expected, the value of the concept, and
what their role is in the implementation process.

A complete, comprehensive change will not occur overnight. Readiness to
change is similar to readiness of students to learn. Individual differences exist
Itmong instructional' staff in their acceptance to change as well as acquiring the
skills 'necessary to iMplement the concept. Change should be implemented in
accordance with the readiness level of the staff.

It has been my experience over the past seven years, that the infusiOn of
career concepts into the teaching/learning process is dependent upon the
instructional delivery skills of the staff. Instructional competencies that are
necessary for effective teaching represent the key to the delivery of career
education.
A teacher, who is experiencing classroom management problems, lacks a
variety of teaching strategies, or has limited knowledge of subject matter, needs
22

assistance in these areas before the career concepts can be infused into the
teachingollearning process. The reWorcement of teaching skills and the review
of subject content, enables teache/rtia grow profe'ssionally, as well as infuse the
career Concepts into the learniftg process. TIME is needed for, staff development in order to facilitate understanding of the concept and to develop needed
. delivery- skills,
.

.

.

Staff development c,pmpeieacies must be ptiorAized as teacher readiness is
careftilly assessed. Thespin of training should b spread throughout the year'
and reinforced constantly.. TIME for Manning; TIME for developing materials,
TIME, fOr exploring the ,world Of work, and TIME for trying activities out; Is
the most valuable staff development for teachers. Most teachers I have worked
with are more than willing to. infuse career concepts *lien the anxiety of how
and when has-been reduced.
4

Staff development cannot be accomplished in one session. It' is better to
start slowly with a brief orientation and then add a few practical techniques.

TIME needs to be allowed for teachers to ,implement theie skills in /the
classroom; for teachers to gain some security in implementation"; and fOr

teachers to receive praise as well as reinforcement for their efforts. 'Too much
at one time creates a mental block against implementing anytNehg. A' sample
list of priorities might include:
understanding the concepts of career education
knowledge and ability of techniques
bulletin boards
interviewing
interest centers
role playing
discussion
knowledge and ability to involve the community

. curriculum infusion

knowledge of co-ordinatioh with other role groups on the team

.

These ittill-developed gradually over a periodof time enable's the teacher not
to feel viarn-rd, but to build security and willingness -to .include career
education as part of the teaching/learning process.

Teachers and instructional staff need' to be -reinforced for their- efforts:
.

'Mitny will feel the world of work is important. fcii students and feel satisfactionin the students' successes. Others may need encouragement to try. All np-ed.ii
feeling of success and contribution for efforts that' are tried.

23
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Some may question, what is in this for the staff besides more work? After
talking with teaahers,3,fotInd thereAre.a variety of answers to that question.
I like to try new things
.-I apPeciate the recognition of My of orts.
I fell this is In iniportant part of a c d's life
rld of work
It has broadened my awareness of the
The students enjoy it

r.

Nothin,
..Theme answers
reflect the individual , differences among staff. Each staff
_

.

.

member is motivated by different reasons. The key is identifying the rewards
important to that person and reinforcing their efforts.
...

.4

Another important aspect in the delivery of career educatipn is community
utilization. lids is where the real world of work occurs daily. Teachers need to
be aware of available resources and how to use them effectively.
Acceptance plays a key role in the use of the corrimunity. Teachers need to
accept the fact that all learning does not take place. fn the 'classroom and. out of ".
a book. The community is filled with daily work experiences and what better
representative could there be than the worker on the job:

The idea that only teachers can teach needs to be dispelled. Children learn

from many different persons in their developmenta parent, a neighbor a
teacher, a friend, etc.

Classroom teachers need to accept this, not as a limitation of-thelf-abilities,
but as valuable enriclunent. to the learning experiences of their students.
Teachers as managers of the learning process, can draW upon a variety of
community resources and still _insure that instructional objectives. are being
included. The teaching/learning process becomes a shared responSibility
-between the school, horse and family for the benefit of the student.

I

Readiness of the Community

The'need for a colla.borative effort between community, home, family, and
the school has been thOilbughly discussed: in other writings. Career Education
does not occur in a,vacuum. The concept of%seer education, its plaie in the

school program and the role of the community' at hull nee s some
understanding.

Most . surveys indicate that the community- and parents feel the school

should do more in the area of preparing students for the world of work. It is
24
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vigil that the community understands this in "order to achieve the goal, so that
changes will occur in the teaching/learning process. For example:
classroom exyperiences will be more activity oriented..

clasiroom activities might .be different than when they attended
school.
some learning experiences will occur outside the classroom.
content for teachihg basic skills of reading and math may have a career

tone.

tructional scope and Sequence will be maintained.
persons will be called on as resources'.

'440:-.COMMUnitY

The community and home must perceive the preparation
work as .a
shared, responsibility among _the community, home, and school.
of these
groupi have a role. in preparation of the student for the world of W rk.
How can the community be involved? Once the community accepts is joint
role with the school there are unendhus opportunities.for involvement.. Some
MaY.include:
,-

'serving on advisory couhcils
assisting in staff training
speakers
field trips"

internships and shadow
advising as to relevance if curriculum
materials about the .wo d of work.
ilv public awareness of c er education
work experience sites
0' projections on future job needs.,
O
.

These are only a few exam Ales of activities that are occurring in many of .i1.1117.-.
demonstratio'n sites thrbughout the United Statet. The possibilities are
unending.

)

,

\

The school staff and the community should plan together -what kinds of
experiences would benefit the students in their area.. The community
\represents the world of work where the students will bei functioning whenever
they complete their .educlAional preparation for- employMent: Who better .
.

'Snows the reality of the work world?

hool personnel, while skillful managers of the instructic;nal content,
sia ld. recognize the leadership of the business, labor, profeisional community
providing realistic experiences about the world-of worke.
25
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Cprnmtinity involvement with the school is not a new concept. Many joint
-

.

4,,

I

activities have been conducted throughout the years in all areas of the
curriculum.- My sugspestitafis that-those.actIvities-which- include- preparation-for-------the ',Odd of work be expanded and made available to all students.

The community should no wait to be asked but should assume some direct
responsibility for InIt1atInJoInt experiences for the students. This expanded.
linkage between ichoot and community will serve t strengthen the reladon7
.

' ship between education and work for all students.

Another Aspect of the community, the home and family, is very much a part
of this expanded partnership. Their children Are what it is all about. Parents
hOld a midor responsibility in the career development -of their Ohildien.. All
'parents -want to see their children succeed. Parents express this concern. in
varying ways, but the child's success remains the Uppermost thought.

Parents have been involved indirectly in the career development process of
their children by the ideas, values, and work habits expressed athome. Many
times parents do not realize the informal ways in which their aliVren form
values and attitudes about the world of woik.
"Several demonstration sites have utilized formal ways to work with parents.
Activities in which parentshave been'involved include:

:II

resource persons
a
volunteers
assisting in school resource surveys
field trips
parent discussion groups
demonstrations of hobbies
assisting in school newsletters_ ,
P.T.A. programs
involvement of retired persons
advisory committees
special projects

1

.
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Many other kinds of activities could' ;e planned. The more the school,

community, home, and family, work together, the easier is the transition for a
.
student from school to.v.rork.

.

'

.

Each group has something to gain from the paftnership. A forum needs to
be established in each district whereby the development.; of such a partnership
can be established. ,The leadership does not always have to come from the
Ik

Is

school. In fact, if it is truly o partnership, the leadership will change depending
on the task to be accomplished.

Career Education is a team effort which involves many role groups within*

the school, the community,, the home, and family. This team effort will

facilitate the implementation of preparation for work as one of the basic goals
of education.. The relationship between education and work will be clear to all
students.
Sununary:

Career Education, as a basic goal of education; is 'important to a student's

total development. It is a part of the" total school program and weaves
throughout the entire curriculum for all students and for all instructional staff.

The lasting effectiveness of career education will be judged by the
accomplishment of the stated learnets outcomes. Are students, liaving our
schools, prepared or the world 6f work?
4k

Many factors influence the success of this goal; for example:

district philosophy
administrative commitment
community involvement
curriculum development

Vile these factors are a necessary ingredient in program success, the key
resource person is the TEACHER.

The teacher brings all these factors together in the daily activities of the
classroom. While many role groups share in the respontibility, it is the
cliissroorn teacher, as manager, who coordinates these activities within the
teachinpilearningprocess.
Without thb interest, understanding and skills of the teacher, preparation for
the world of work for all students, will not become a, reality. With their
Commitment, enthusiasm, and initiatives an enriched and highly beneficial
educational exper.ienCe can!
-.*

realized.
-

,
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